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Firefighters Pension Schemes 
Discretionary Policies 

 

DISCRETIONS UNDER THE FIREFIGHTERS’ COMPENSATION SCHEME 2006 
 

No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

96 Discretion to reduce compensation for 
death or permanent incapacity while on 
duty if the firefighter's serious and 
culpable negligence or misconduct 
contributed in any material respect to 
the circumstances in which the injury 
was sustained; the reduction may be of 
such amount as the fire and rescue 
authority consider appropriate 

Part 2, Rule 3, 
paragraph 6 

 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows consideration of the 
reduction of compensation where serious and 
culpable negligence or misconduct 
contributed in any material respect to the 
circumstances in which the injury was 
sustained. 

Where the firefighter’s serious and culpable 
negligence or misconduct contributed in any 
material respect to the circumstances in which 
their qualifying injury was sustained, the authority 
will reduce the amount due by such amount as 
they consider, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the case, is appropriate. 

97 Discretion to commute small 
compensatory pension for a lump sum. 

Part 2, Rule 4 This discretion will be exercised by the 
Council’s Section 151 Officer 

The option to allow a single lump sum to be 
provided as an alternative to a small pension will 
not be offered. 

98  Discretion whether to pay augmented 
award to spouse or civil partner where 
specific conditions of eligibility are not 
met. 

Part 3, Rule 2, 
paragraph 2 
(b) and (c) 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows some flexibility on 
whether to pay an award if it would be 
considered inequitable to do so. 

An augmented award to a spouse or civil partner 
will be awarded notwithstanding that the specific 
eligibility conditions for such an award are not met, 
if the authority are of the opinion that the 
deceased member received their injuries in 
circumstances where it would be inequitable  not 
to make an augmented award. 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

99 Discretion to increase, for such period 
as the fire and authority think fit, the 
level of spouse's or civil partner's 
special or augmented award where 
firefighter and spouse or civil partner 
were living apart at the date of death 
and the normal level of benefit is 
reduced under FCS rules 

Part 3, Rule 4, 
paragraphs 6 
and 7 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows consideration of 
payment of such an award. This does not 
apply to members of the NFPS 2006, nor to 
firefighters appointed on or after 6.4.2006 
who have opted out of the NFPS – because 
the "living apart" limitation would not apply. 
No payment would normally be due for all 
other firefighters. 

Where a firefighter and their spouse or civil 
partner were living apart at the date of the 
firefighter’s death, and a reduced pension  would 
ordinarily be paid to the spouse or civil partner, 
and the authority consider, having taken into 
consideration all of the circumstances of the case, 
that the pension should be paid at an increased 
rate, then the authority will increase the pension 
to the rate they deem appropriate and for such 
period as they think fit.  
 In cases where a gratuity would have been paid 
but for the firefighter and their spouse or civil 
partner living apart, if the authority consider, 
having taken into consideration all of the 
circumstances of the case, that a gratuity should be 
paid then the authority will authorise the gratuity 
be paid, either in whole or in part as they think fit. 

100 Discretion to reinstate all or part of a 
spouse's or civil partner's special or 
augmented award for such period as 
the authority think fit following the 
termination of award on marriage, 
remarriage, formation of a civil 
partnership or subsequent civil 
partnership. 

Part 3, Rule 5, 
paragraphs 1 
and 2 
 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
This discretion allows consideration of 
payment of such an award. 
 Notes:- 
(a)This does not apply to members of the 
NFPS 2006, nor to firefighters appointed on or 
after 6.4.2006 who have opted out of the 
NFPS – because the post-retirement 
marriage/civil partnership limitation would 
not apply. No payment would normally be due 
for all other firefighters. 
(b)  SI2017/892 limits the circumstances under 
which  a spouse’s or civil partners pension or 
gratuity is terminated following remarriage or 
civil partnerships being entered into on or 
after 1st April 2015 
 
 

Where the widow(er) or civil partner’s new 
spouse/civil partner dies then the special or 
augmented award will be reinstated from the day 
after the date of death.  Where the marriage or 
civil partnership is dissolved then each case shall 
be decided upon its merits. 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

101 Decision to continue to pay a child's 
pension where the fire and rescue 
authority are satisfied that the child, 
having attained the age of 17 is no 
longer permanently disabled or to 
disregard an interruption in full time 
education or vocational training after 
the child has attained age 19. 

Part 4, Rule 3, 
paragraph 4(c) 
and 5(b) 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
 

If the authority receives information that satisfies it 
that, at attaining age 17, a child is no longer 
permanently disabled then payment of the pension 
will cease.  A decision regarding whether or not to 
pursue repayment of pension paid when the child 
was not entitled to receive it  will be based upon 
the circumstances of the case 
Education or training shall be treated as 
continuous for the purpose of determining 
eligibility to receive a child’s pension where the 
authority was advised, at the time the interruption 
began, that the child intended to return to 
education or training following the break. In cases 
where there is uncertainty about whether or not 
the child intended to return to education or 
training following the break, each case shall be 
decided upon its merits 

102 Discretion to award an adult dependent 
relative's special pension for such 
period(s) as the fire and rescue 
authority may determine. 

Part 5, Rule 1 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

Each case will be considered upon its merits. An 
adult dependent relative’s special pension will be 
awarded only where the authority conclude that 
there are strong and compelling reasons for 
making the award. The special pension will remain 
payable for so  long as the authority  considers 
appropriate 

103 Discretion to award a dependent 
relative's gratuity 

Part 5, Rule 2, 
paragraph 3 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

Each case will be considered upon its merits.  A 
dependent relative’s gratuity will be awarded only 
where the authority concludes there are strong 
and compelling reasons for making the award. 

104 Discretion, with the consent of the 
person entitled to the award, to 
commute for a lump sum a small 
pension awarded to a surviving spouse 
or civil partner. 

Part 5, Rule 3 This discretion will be exercised by the 
Council’s Section 151 Officer. 
 

The option to allow a single lump sum to be 
provided as an alternative to a small pension will 
not be offered. 

105 Discretion, with the consent of the 
child, surviving parent or guardian, to 
commute for a lump sum a small 
pension awarded to a child. 

Part 5, Rule 4 This discretion will be exercised by the 
Council’s Section 151 Officer. 
 

The option to allow a single lump sum to be 
provided as an alternative to a small pension will 
not be offered. 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

106 Discretion to select independent 
qualified medical practitioner for 
providing a medical opinion. 

Part 6, Rule 1 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
This discretion relates to the  provision to 
obtain medical evidence so injury 
compensation can be determined. 

The authority will select an Independent Qualified 
Medical Practitioner to provide a written opinion in 
respect of medical matters which may only be 
decided by having regard to such an opinion 

107 Discretion to decide award without an 
independent qualified medical 
practitioner's opinion if a person wilfully 
or negligently refuses to submit to 
medical examination. 

Part 6, Rule 1 
paragraph 4 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

Where a person wilfully or negligently fails to 
submit to medical examination by the selected 
IQMP and the IQMP is unable to give an opinion on 
the basis of the medical evidence available, the  
authority will make the determination based on 
such medical evidence as the scheme manager 
thinks fit, or without medical evidence. 

108 Discretion to increase an award for a 
serviceman who, at the end of his/her 
forces period, is permanently disabled 
by a qualifying injury or injury received 
during his/her forces period. 

Part 7, Rule 2 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
A serviceman is defined as a person who 
immediately before undertaking relevant 
service in the armed forces was a regular 
firefighter  
This discretion allows the consideration of 
increasing the award for a serviceman injured 
during his/her forces period. 

Where a serviceman becomes incapacitated as a 
result of a qualifying injury or an injury received 
during his period of service with the armed forces  
then an increased  award  will be agreed  only 
where the authority believes there are strong and 
compelling reasons to justify it. 

109 Discretion to increase dependents' 
benefits under the FPS 1992 to the level 
of a flat-rate award if a serviceman dies 
from the effects of an injury received 
during his/her forces period or a 
qualifying injury 

Part 7, Rule 3 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
A serviceman is defined as a person who 
immediately before undertaking relevant 
service in the armed forces was a regular 
firefighter This discretion only applies in 
respect of those covered by the FPS 1992. 

Where a serviceman dies as a result of an injury 
received during his period of service with the 
armed forces  then an increase in the level of 
award to that of a flat rate award,  will only by 
agreed where the authority believes there are 
strong and compelling reasons to justify it. 

110 Discretion to increase an award to a 
reservist who is permanently disabled 
as a result of an injury received during 
his/her forces period or a qualifying 
injury. 

Part 7A, Rule 
2.  

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion applies in respect of those 
covered by the NFPS 2006 and allows the 
consideration of increasing the award for a 
reservist injured during his/her forces period 

Where a reservist becomes incapacitated as a 
result of a qualifying injury or an injury received 
during his period of service with the armed forces  
then an increased  award  will be agreed  only 
where the authority believes there are strong and 
compelling reasons to justify it. 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

111 Discretion to increase dependents' 
benefits if a reservist dies from the 
effects of an injury received during 
his/her forces period or a qualifying 
injury. 

Part 7A, Rule 3 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 
This discretion applies in respect of those 
covered by the NFPS 2006 and allows the 
consideration of increasing the award for a 
reservist injured during his/her forces period 

Where a reservist  dies as a result of an injury 
received during his period of service with the 
armed forces  or a qualifying injury, then an 
increase in the level of award , will only by agreed 
where the authority believes there are strong and 
compelling reasons to justify it. 

112 Discretion to pay an injury award to or 
in respect of an employee of a fire and 
rescue authority who is not a firefighter 
but who has to retire, or dies, as a result 
of an injury received without his/her 
own default while in attendance at a 
fire in the execution of duties as an 
employee of the authority. 

Part 8, Rule 1 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion provides a general discretion to 
pay an award to an employee of the fire 
authority who is injured while in attendance 
at a fire. 

Each case will be considered upon its merits.   A 
pension or gratuity will only be payable where the 
authority believes there are strong and compelling 
reasons to justify it. 

113 Discretion to decide intervals at which a 
person's degree of disablement should 
be reviewed. 

Part 9, Rule 1, 
paragraph 1 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the Authority to set 
timescales for review of payments under the 
scheme. 

The authority will carry out a triennial review as to 
whether a  person’s degree of disablement has 
substantially altered.    The pension will be 
reassessed if and where the degree of disablement 
has substantially altered.  The injury pension will 
cease with immediate effect in cases where it is 
concluded that the disability has ceased. 

114 Discretion, 5 years after an injury 
pension first becomes payable, to 
resolve that no further review of degree 
of disablement should take place. 

Part 9, Rule 1 
paragraph 3 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the Authority to decide 
to make no further reviews of degree of 
disablement. 

The authority will only resolve to cease the 
triennial review of degree of disablement where 
medical advice is that it is very unlikely that the 
degree of disablement will change substantially in 
the future. 

115 Discretion to reduce the level of an 
injury award to not less than half of the 
full amount where a person contributed 
to the infirmity by his/her own default 

Part 9, Rule 2 This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the authority to reduce 
an award where a person contributed to the 
infirmity by his/her own default 

Each case will be considered upon its merits.  An 
injury award will be reduced excepting where the 
authority believes there are strong and compelling 
reasons for not reducing the award.  The authority 
will decide the amount of the reduction on a case 
by case basis and taking into account the specific 
circumstances. 
 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

116 Discretion to withdraw the whole or 
part of a person's pension (other than a 
spouse's or civil partner's award) during 
any period of re-employment as a 
firefighter with a fire & rescue 
authority. 

Part 9, Rule 3 
 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the authority to 
withdraw a pension if the person is 
reemployed as a firefighter 

Where a  member of the Firefighter’s Pension 
Scheme has retired and is in receipt of a pension 
(other than a spouse's or civil partner's award 
under FPS) then during any subsequent period of 
re-employment as a firefighter their pension will 
be abated such that the combination  of their new 
salary and their pension cannot exceed the value 
of their salary prior to retirement. 
 

117 Discretion to withdraw a pension in 
whole or in part, permanently or 
temporarily, on a person's conviction of 
certain offences. 

Part 9, Rule 4, 
paragraphs 1 
to 3 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
The “certain offences” referred to are:- 

(a) An offence of treason 
(b) One of more offences under the 

Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1989 for 
which the pensioner has been 
sentenced, on the same occasion, to a 
term of imprisonment of at least 10 
years or two or more consecutive 
terms amounting in aggregate to at 
least 10 years 

An offence, committed in connection with his 
employment by an authority, which is certified 
by the Secretary of State ((i) as gravely 
injurious to the interests of the State or (ii) as 
likely to lead to serious loss of confidence in  
the public service. 

Where a member, surviving partner or eligible 
child is convicted of a relevant offence, the scheme 
manager will withhold pensions payable under the 
scheme to a member, any person in respect of the 
member, a surviving partner or an eligible child, to 
such extent and for such duration as the scheme 
manager considers appropriate 

118 Discretion to restore at any time and to 
such extent as the fire and rescue 
authority think fit, a pension withdrawn 
under Part 9, Rule 4, paragraphs 1 to 3, 
to the pensioner or to apply it for the 
benefit of any dependent of the 
pensioner 

Part 9, Rule 4, 
paragraph 4 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the consideration of 
reinstatement of a pension withdrawn at 113 
above. 

Where a pension has been withheld following  a 
conviction for a relevant offence the scheme 
manager may, to such extent and for such duration 
as the scheme manager thinks fit, apply the 
pension for the benefit of any dependant of the 
member or restore it to the member 



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

119 Discretion to decide to what extent an 
award should be forfeited by a person 
who has been convicted of an offence 
under section 34(6) of the Fire and 
Rescue Services Act 2004 (acts or 
omissions for the purposes of obtaining 
awards or other sums).  

Part 9, Rule 5.  This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows consideration to what 
extent an award should be forfeited in the 
circumstances described. 
Section 34(6) of the Fire and Rescue Services 
Act 2004 states that A person commits an 
offence if he does an act or makes an omission 
as a result of which he is injured or becomes 
ill, for the purpose of obtaining, for himself or 
another person— (a)an award under a scheme 
brought into operation under this section, or 
(b) a sum in respect of the repayment or 
application of contributions made under such 
a scheme. 

A person who has been convicted of an offence 
under section 34(6) of the Fire and Rescue Services 
Act 2004 will forfeit the whole or part (as 
appropriate) of an award or sum unless the 
authority concludes there are exceptional 
circumstances that justify not applying the forfeit 

120 Decision as to responsibility for 
payment of awards in respect of a 
qualifying injury where person 
employed by more than one fire and 
rescue authority and injury relates to 
more than one employment. 

Part 10, Rule 1 
and Rule 3 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows for split liability for 
payment of an award. 

Where an award is in respect of a qualifying injury 
and where person was employed by more than 
one fire and rescue authority and the injury relates 
to more than one employment then responsibility 
for payment of the award and the proportions 
attributable between the authorities  involved will 
be agreed with the other authority(s). 

121 Discretion in respect of the 
determination of intervals at which 
instalments of injury pension should be 
paid. 

Part 10, Rule 
2, paragraph 1 

This discretion will be decided by the Council’s 
Section 151 Officer. 
This discretion allows the authority to 
determine the frequency of pension 
payments. 

Pensions and allowances will be paid monthly in 
advance. Payment will be made on the last banking 
day before the beginning of the month in quest 
ion.  One existing pensioner is paid annually in 
advance and their position is protected. 

122 Discretion to delay payment of an 
award to the extent necessary for 
determining any questions of the fire 
and rescue authority's liability. 

Part 10, Rule 
2, paragraph 1 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the Authority to delay 
payment of the sum until satisfied as to the 
eligibility for an award. 

Where any question regarding the authority’s 
liability to make a payment  remains unresolved, 
then payment of the award will be delayed  until 
the question is resolved 

123 Discretion to pay a gratuity in 
instalments, rather than as a lump sum, 
of such reasonable amounts and over 
such reasonable period as the fire and 
rescue authority think fit. 

Part 10, Rule 
2, paragraph 7 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer. 
This discretion allows the consideration of 
paying regular payments instead of a lump 
sum gratuity. 

The option to pay a gratuity in instalments, rather 
than as a single lump sum, will be decided on a 
case by case basis and taking into account the 
specific circumstances.  



No Discretion Regulation Notes Adopted policy 

124 Discretion to extend the 14-day time 
limit in which a person must lodge a 
medical appeal, to a period not 
exceeding 6 months from the date of 
issue of the medical opinion to the 
person, provided the fire and rescue 
authority are of the opinion that the 
person's failure to lodge the appeal 
within 14 days was not due to his/her 
own default. 

Schedule 5, 
paragraph 1(2) 
 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

Where an appeal in not made within 14 days of the 
date upon which the member receives the medical 
opinion and the authority is of the opinion that the 
person’s failure to give notice within the required 
period was not due to the person’s own default, 
the authority will extend the time limit for such 
period as the scheme manager considers 
appropriate, not exceeding six months from the 
date of issue of the medical opinion to that person. 

125 Discretion to decide fire and rescue 
authority's representation at Medical 
Appeal Board interview 

Schedule 5, 
paragraph 5(5 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

The authority will decide which persons will attend 
the interview as its representatives.  

126 Discretion to decide whether or not to 
submit written evidence or a written 
statement to Medical Appeal Board. 

Schedule 5, 
paragraph 6(1) 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

The authority will decide whether or not to submit 
written evidence or a written statement , and will 
decide a response to any written evidence or 
written statement from the appellant. 

127 Discretion, where Medical Appeal Board 
decide that a person's appeal was 
"frivolous, vexatious or manifestly 
illfounded" to require the appellant to 
pay the fire and rescue authority such 
sum as the authority think fit, not 
exceeding the fees and allowances of 
the specialist member of the Board. 

Schedule 5, 
paragraph 9 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer 

Where the medical appeal board decides  that a 
person’s appeal was frivolous, vexatious or 
manifestly ill - founded, the authority will require 
the appellant to pay to the authority  such sum, 
not exceeding the fees and allowances payable to 
the specialist member of the  board, as the scheme 
manager considers appropriate 

128 Discretion, where appellant withdraws 
appeal within 21 working days before 
the date appointed for interview or 
medical examination, to require the 
appellant to pay to the fire and rescue 
authority such sum as the authority 
think fit, not exceeding the Board's total 
fees and allowances 

Schedule 5, 
paragraph 9(3 

This discretion will be exercised by the Chief 
Fire Officer  
This discretion allows the authority to require 
the appellant to pay a sum to the authority 
where the appellant withdraws their appeal at 
short notice. 

Where the appellant withdraws a medical appeal 
within 21 working days before the date appointed 
for interview or medical examination, the authority 
will require the member to pay the authority such 
sum, not exceeding the total amount of the fees 
and allowances payable to the board, as the 
authority considers appropriate. 

 


